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The dorm students visited The
Museum of Modern Art, also
known as MoMA, for this month's
local activity. MoMA plays a
major role in developing and
collecting modern art and is often
identified as one of the largest and
most influential museums of
modern art in the world. The
students saw lots of famous
masterpieces at the museum,
including Starry Night by Vincent
van Gogh and The Persistence of
Memory by Salvador Dali. This
trip to the renowned art museum
was a great opportunity for
everyone, especially for those who
are interested in art, to enjoy the
best artworks.
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The dorm students visited Columbia university and New York University this
month. The students first visited Columbia University, a private Ivy League
research university in Upper Manhattan, New York City. Renowned majors at
Columbia university include social sciences, engineering, and biomedical
science. Because there are a lot of students in the dorm who pursue a career in
the field of biology and medicine, it was a great chance for them to look
around the campus of their dream school.
The students then visited New York University’s primary campus, which is
located in the lively Greenwich Village neighborhood of Manhattan. For those
interested in drama or film, the renowned NYU Tisch School of the Arts is the
place to go. Students who want to major in film were absolutely fascinated by
the huge campus and buildings. Visiting the school and looking around every
building was a great activity for the students, especially for those who want to
go college in New York.
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Happy 
Lunar New Year!

Lunar New Year is a celebration of the
arrival of spring and the beginning of a new
year on the lunar calendar. Traditionally
celebrated in most East Asian countries, the
Lunar New Year is a time for family reunions
and hope. At CEC Residence Hall, we
invited the members of the CEC Student
Government and the Multicultural Club to
celebrate the 2022 Lunar New Year together.
The students did "Yut Nori", which is a
Korean traditional board game, and enjoyed
authentic Korean food including Bulgogi,
Kimbap, and Japchae. Everyone had so much
fun during this massive culture exchange and
made great memories with their friends.
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Bowling

Among the various sports and activities CEC
offer, bowling is one of the most popular sports.
Three of the dorm students participated in
bowling this year. The students worked hard as
a team and finished ranking top two of the
Archdiocese of Philadelphia Schools. Both the
coach and the students did their best to pull the
team to the best results. Although bowling is a
tough sport that requires the ability to focus and
maintain balance, the students enjoyed every
moment of this season. Everyone is ready to
move onto the next season!
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